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OMICRON DELTA KAPPA TAPS SIX MEN TODAY
Christmas Music Anti-War Congress
To Highlight Of Youth to Meet
At Christmastime
Chapel Service
Trowbridge Wants Students
And Faculty of Rollins RepSoloists and String Ensemble
resented in Chicago
Will Assist Rollins Choir;
Mrs. Rae Directs Tableau

Carol Program Held
Tomorrow Afternoon

The Youth Committe Against
War is calling a National Youth
Anti-War Congress to meet at International House, Chicago, Illinois
from December 27th to 30th inclu-

The annual Rollins Christmas
The Youth Committee Against
Festival will be held in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel tonight, at 8:15 War pledges itself to work for:
1. A halt to the steady militario'clock. This is one of the most
zation of the United States.
brilliant events presented during
2.
An end to the protection ol
the college year.
American dollars a t the risk of
The program, which is open to American lives.
the public, will consist almost en3. Passage of a genuine war
,tirely of music. The featured in- referendum amendment.
4. Rejection of international
strumentalists and soloists will include Walter H. Trampler, violinist; police force concept of United
Mrs. Hila V. Knapp, organist and States foreign policy.
5. Abandonment of all plans for
.harpist; Hazel Yarbrough, soprano;
;Mabel Ritch, contralto; and the industrial mobilization.
6. Endorsement of the student
.Rollins Student Quartet composed
:of Betty Yokel and Erika Heyder, strike against war.
7. Promotion of alternatives to
Violinists; Alvin Goldblatt, 'cellist;
.and Joan Kellogg-Smith, violist, armaments economics at home.
8. Advancement of real inter^directed by A. Kunrad Kvaro.
The Rollins Chapel Choir, under nationalism based on peace and justhe direction of Christopher 0 . Ho- tice.
ber of the world's favorite Christmas carols. The carols to be sung
•include "Angels We Have Heard on
:High" (German), XIH Century;
;"Sing We Noel" (Basque), arrranged by Smith; "The Little Jesu
•jol Braga" (Portugese); "A Joyous
iChristmas Song" (French), by Gatvaert; "Sweet Little Jesus Boy"
((Spiritual) by MacGimsey; "The
iHolly and the Ivy," by Boughton;
"Holy Night," by Gruber; "O Holy
jNight," by Adams; "Fantasia on
Christmas Carols," by Williams;
land "The Hallelujah Chorus," from
"The Messiah," by Handel.
' The offering will provide the last
opportunity for contributing to the
Rollins Christmas Fund which
used for the needy. The Call to
Worship will be given by Aldine
Baker, Robert Burns will pronounce
the Invocation, and Dudley Darling
will read the Christmas Story.
At the close of the program,
elaborate tableau entitled "Peace
Be Unto You" will be presented un
der the direction of Mrs. Helen
I Rae. Elizabeth Kennedy, James B,
Edwards, Jr., Irma Achenbach, and
Jean Holden will appear as the
principal characters in the scene
On Thursday afternoon, December 14, at 5:00 o'clock, a Christmas
Carol program will be held in thf
Knowles Memorial Chapel. All are
welcome to join in the singing of familiar Christmas carols under the
direction of Professor Honaas and
the Rollins Chapel Choir.

The Congress, coming as it does
during the Christmas recess, vrill
draw students from college campuses throughout the United States.
Special trains and buses are being
arranged from many points for the
convenience of delegates. The expenses to the individual delegate
will be very small; housing has
been made available at from seventy-five cents to one dollar a night,
and meals will cost from one dollar
ne dollar and a quarter per day.
There is also a registration fee of
one dollar.
Certainly a t a time when most of
Europe is at war, and when newspapers, radio commentators, and
newsreels are daily principally concerned with reports of fresh horrors and disasters, we should be
taking some interest in what is
happening here at home, and what
preventive measures we can take to
limit the spread of this war fever.
Most certainly Rollins, whose faculty and student body have always
evidenced an intense interest in
peace and the means by which it
can be achieved and maintained,
should be represented a t such a
gathering of student and youth
leaders throughout the country.
Mr. Trowbridge is anxious to see
Rollins represented at this Congress, and he would be very glad to
furnish more detailed information
to anyone who is interested, with
a view to the possibility of getting
up a Rollins delegation.

A MESSAGE TO THE
SANDSPUR
The Rollins Christmas Fund
is one of the few institutions
on the Rollins College Campus
in which each and every student, member of the faculty and
staff is given equal opportunity
to share.
Each year the members of the
Rollins Family, old and new
alike, have clamored for the
chance to take part in this annual celebration—If no one
came to them, they went to the
chairman of the committee or to
any solicitor that they knew
and offered their help. This
year, however, the 100 per cent
cooperation of the Rollins Family, especially the new members has been a bit slow in coming about. This, no doubt, is
because they are not fully aware
of the importance of the institution, of the good and helpfulness that comes about as a result of it—let us say that even
as there are but a few more
shopping days until Christmas,
there are but still fewer days
for you to get in on this drive.
(Chairman
Drive)

DICK RODDA
Christmas
Fund

Coach Otie Outlines
Work at Hungerford
Mr. Otie, head coach of the Hungerford School's football team, was
the guest speaker at the last meeting of the Inter-Racial Club, held
in Dr. France's room in Lyman,
last Wednesday evening.
A goodly gathering of students
and several members of the Rollins faculty heard Coach Otie describe the progress made in Hungerford's athletic program during
the past several years. Coach Oti
a graduate of Tuskegee Institute,
told of his team's record, and of the
lack of proper training facilities
for the squad.
Student Chairman, Dick Kelly,
presided and also introduced Mrs.
Hall, head of Hungerford, who
gave a brief outline of the past
history of the school and the needs
confronting it. Plans were made for
the annual Christmas party to be
given to the Day Nursery children;
and a plan for the installation of
local recreation field was
cussed.
Jack Hoar and Jean Holden, of
the library committee, were ap
pointed to investigate the advisa
bility of buying a small list o3
chosen books for the library built
several years ago by the committee.
Plans were also made to hold
regular meetings every two weeks
during the winter term, and action
the Christmas Fund budget was
deferred until the next term.

Miss Lonely Hearts Helps Rollins Students
International Club
Discusses Union Now Avoid Mistakes Which Gave HerThat Name
Dear Miss Lonely Hearts,
Professor Dexter Speaks on Dear Miss Lonely Hearts,
I have intended to -write to you
I am a polygamously-inclined
Confederation of World
male who is looking for a monoga- and ask a very grave question about
The International Relations Club
held a dinner discussion last Thursday night in Strong Hall. Jean Holden presided, and Professor Dexter was the guest speaker.
The subject of Mr. Dexter's talk
was the confederation of all the
lountries of the world into one unit.
He used as an example Clarence
Streit's book. Union Now, in which
Mr. Streit suggests a United States
rf the World ruled by representation from each country. Each country would therefore be a state of
the United States of the World,
^ny major conflicts between the
states would be settled by a Court
a the World.
This subject naturally concerned
I great many questions. Mr. Dex:er answered as many as possible
after his talk, but the discussion
had to be closed at eight-thirty.
The next meeting of the Club
ill take place on January 11. Anyne interested in international afjlfairs may become a member of the
dub simply by attending the meetngs.
I

mouBly-inclined mate. Must be
broadminded, narrow-waisted, and
short-sighted. Please advise.
Dick the Hopeful
P. S. What makes you lonely ?
sar Dick the Hopeful,
Heaven can wait, but I've heard
rumors Russel-ing around that our
Rollins has everything. Shave your
face and keep looking.
Miss Lonely Hearts.
P. S. A personal interview would
clear that up.

my room-mate. It has troubled me
greatly. Since his arrival at Rollins he hasn't had a date, although
he is very fond of a Kappa bombshell. His neglectance to the fair
sex here is caused by a very amiable heart-throb back home. Having pledged allegiance, love, and
devotion to her, it is with great
pain that he finds himself weakening.
Not knowing how to advise him,
but realizing that Rollins life can
change a man's ideals, I now turn
to you.
— A Phi Delt

Dear Miss Lonely Hearts,
Wanted—part-time wife to sew
buttons by mail. Please send appli- Dear Phi Delt,
cants to Chase Hall.
Many men pledge allegiance,
P. S. Nix-on publishing this!
love and devotion to many girls
many times, but a faithful man is
Dear Nix-on,
rare and boring. Tell your roomI thought your problem should mate to stretch himself around and
interest others and had to publish lead a double life. It's rather inthe suggestion that you call on the teresting and will do wonders for
Pi Phi's to take up your practical him.
proposal in place of their knitting.
Miss Lonely Hearts
Glad to see you want to make the
campus more attractive.
Miss L. H.

P. S. How did Rollins life change
your ideals, little Phi Delt?

Bach Festival to
Be Held in Knowles
Chapel February 29
"Mass in B Minor" Will Be
Given By Choir; Soloists,
Orchestra to Be Featured
The annual Bach Festival of
Winter Park, which has brought
distinction to Central Florida thru
out the world of music and cul
ture, will reach its highest ambi
tion in this, its fifth year, wher
the greatest of all choral works
will be given—Bach's mighty
"Mass in B Minor."
Beautiful Knowles
Memorial
Chapel will be the setting for the
Festival which will take place
Thursday, Feb. 29, and Friday,
March 1, under the direction of
Prof. Christopher O. Honaas, head
of the Rollins Conservatory of Music.
The great Bach Festival Chorus
of 150 selected voices from Orlando, Winter Park, and neighboring cities, including the Rollins
Chapel Choir, has been rehearsing
under Prof. Honaas for the Festival since last Spring. In addition
to the organ accompaniment of
Herman Siewert, organist of the
Chapel, Prof. Honaas will have under his direction a small orchestra composed of eight solo instrumentalists from the Curtis Institute of Musical Art in Philadelphia and members of the Rollins
Conservatory Faculty.
Mme. Elizabeth Schumann, inter
nationally famous soprano, will
head the list of distinguished soloists which also includes the dean
of all Bach singers, Arthur Kraft.
David Blair McClosky, baritone,
frequently soloist with the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, has been reengaged. A newcomer is Miss Lydia Summers, who scored a pronounced success last year singing
the B Minor Mass with the New
York Oratorio Society.
This will be the first time that
the Mass in B Minor has been performed in its entirety below the
Mason-Dixon line. Additional solo
instrumentalists are essential to
accompany the voices and, altho
this feature almost doubled the expense, the Festival Committee engaged eight trained Bach players
from the Curtis Institute.
A notable feature of the Bach
Festival will be the singing of the
final chorus from the St. Matthews
Passion in memory of the late
Dean Charles Atwood Campbell,
one of the organizers of the festival.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
It is with pleasure that I inform you of a reduction in the
price of the Sandspur from the
usual $3.00 to $2.00 per subscription for the remainder of
the school year.
The "Sandspur" earnestly solicits the company of your parents, relatives, and friends as
readers and will appreciate any
information on possible subscribers. Please turn this information over to John E. Giantonio, or Rita Costello.
And now on behalf of the entire staff and myself, I take
this opportunity to wish you all
a very merry Christmas.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN E. GIANTONIO
Bus. Mgr.

UG Blossoms With
Official Ceremonies
Four New Membugs Formally
Initiated Sunday Night
Alpha Chapter of Upsilon Gamma (UG) flew into action Sunday
evening, December 10, with its second suppug meetug of the yug. Sister Tug (Boat Annie) Skinnug
again extended the hospitalitug of
her home to her Brother and Sister
Ugs, and again the meeting was
more than a succug.
Aftug suppug, the following candidates underwent the impressive
ceremonugs which comprise the
Second Degree Ritug and thus became Ugs of that degree: Dug Darlug, Paul Halug, Carrow Tolsug,
and Sister Smokey Shollug.
Following the initiatug which
was a howling success (especially
for the Glamour Phoos), officers
s elected, and out of much campaigning, nominating, and voting,
the Brothers and Sisters were chosi to head the Order of Ug:
The Wizard of Ug—Bug Waddell
The High Priest of Ug •— Jimmy
Nivug
The High Priestess of Ug — Tug
(Boat Annie) Skinner
Pug Juggler and Informer of Ug
—Helen Darlug
Money Lugger — Rachel Harrug
Vestal Vugins — Smokey Shollug
and Uggie Chalker
Witch Dugter and Ug-Cutter —
Jess Grugg
Expansug Scribblug—Glug Evoy
Chaplug — Jack Bugwalter
Bar Tendug and Co-Bar Tendug
—Bug Matthug and Sue Terrug

For Membership

Portrait 'The Waldorf Wins
Award; Cited Outstanding
Work of Exhibition
Dr. Burton, Don Ogilvie, Irving Felder, Davis, Levy,
Rodda Are New Members
Bob Burns the new member
the Art Department from Yale U
versity was singularly honored by
the Florida Federation of Art,
when his portrait, the "Waldorf
was given the two highest awards
at their recent exhibition.
Held at Exposition Park in
lando, December 7-9, this, their
13th Annual Exhibition, was open
to any oils, water colors, sculpture,
pastels, drawings, etchings and
prints done by members of The
Florida Federation of Art, and represented a fairly composite crosssection of the abilities of Florida's
amateur and professional artists.
Chosen by the Jury of Selection,
the board of judges for the exhibition, the "Waldorf" was not only
cited as the Best Portrait, but also
as the Outstanding Work of the
Exhibition regardless of medium.
Saturday evening at a banquet
given at the Orange Court Hotel
Mr. Burns was again honored by
the Florida Federation of Art,
when he was presented with the
Samuel H. Kress Award of Merit for Art.
The "Waldorf" is—but I'll let
Mr. Burns tell you in his own
words:
"In New Haven, I had three remarkable friends who often used
to spend the night in the cafeteria
across the street from the Art
School. Their mad somber gaiety
was a strange thing in The Clean
Place To Eat, and I finally painted it.
"Technically the 'Waldorf', was
an experiment in brushing with a
smooth gesso base and especially
viscous oil in the under-painting."

Fiesta Plans Discussed
The Rollins Fiesta Committee,
under the chairmanship of Mrs.
Melcher, met the presidents of the
fraternities, sororities. Independents, and the Students Association
for a luncheon meeting at the College Commons Monday, December
11. Preliminary plans for the 1940
Fiesta were discussed.

Steel Commends Acting, Directing,
and
StaginginWhat he Calls ''WorthlessPlay"

By CHARLES E. STEEL
The last two generations delighted
1 a variety of saints' legends
around the life of Christ, curious
anticipations of the Second Coming.
In His Steps was a best seller. Ken"Peace on Earth, Good Will to nedy's The Servant in the House,
Men" Becomes Challenge
adapted to the flamboyant talents
of Walter Hampden, was a popular play.
Jerome K. Jerome's
Last Sunday at the last regular Passing of the Third Floor Back,
Morning Meditation until after the another play, attempted to explain
Christmas holidays. Dean E. C. the Christ's reactions to modern
Nance chose for the subject of his social and economic conditions.
sermon, "The Challenge of ChristAt its worst, the movement causmas." The message of Christmas, ed the remark of a middlewestem
Dean Nance believes, is three-fold: mayor: "If Jesus Christ was alive
the glory of God, good-will among today, he would be a Rotarian."
men, and peace on earth. The life At its best, it approached the simand ministry of Jesus is based on ple dignity of the Old English Mirthese three ideals. Christianity also acles in a play like The Green Pasis built on these outlines. The chief tures, which blended humor, sincerglory of God is the revelation of ity, and shrewd playwriting.
His spirit in human nature. UnEn some of the plays the Saviour
selfishness, Dean Nance pointed
the leading character; in others
out, will bring us peace and goodmodern hero emulates His acwill. Peace is lost in struggle.
tion and miracles. Channing PolThis is the challenge of the lock's melodrama. The Fool, given
Christmas message — to take the Friday and Saturday nights by the
planes of idealism and reverence to Rollins Student Players belongs to
God, to lift this plane of life up to the second group. Wealthy and
the regular level of living, the plane happy Daniel Gilchrist renounces
of good-will. "The Christmas Chal- formal religion in the aspect of a
lenge," Dean Nance concluded, "is j fashionable church in New York.
the spirit of God in human person- j He renounces the world and the
flesh in the forms of a $20,000-aality, in your life and my life."
The Rollins Chapel Choir, under year job and a lovely blonde fiancee.
the direction of Christopher O. Ho- Prevented by the terms of a trust
naas sang "The Earth is the fund from giving all to the poor,
Lord's," by Nikolsky. The stu- he hands his overcoat to a passing
dent readings were given by Irving beggar ("This stranger may be
Felder, Marion Russ, John Liber- Christ")- More conventional friends
are about to have him certified for
man, and Antoinette Skinner.

Christmas Is Theme
Of Sunday Meditation

Burns is Honored Omicron Delta
By Art Federation
Kappa Taps Six
At Its Exhibition

the asylum when an angry mob,
persuaded that he is engaged in the
White Slave traffic, attempts to
make mincemeat of him: they are
prevented by the miraculous cure
of a crippled little girl whom Gilchrist has befriended.
There is plenty of action. Singlehanded, a West Virginia miner
beats back a mob. The minister is
forced to practice jui-jitsu against
another miner who suspects him of
having seduced his wife. In a
dimmed theatrical light Christ
Himself appears in the character of
a poor Jew. The crippled girl
sings "Onward Christian Soldiers!"
and prays. A beggar is detected in
the act of stealing an overcoat.
Windows are broken, and a picture
is hung. Christmas is celebrated
twice. A wealthy playboy has hysterics. And from time to time a
choir sings while churchbells are
rung.
In fact, we have difficulty in saying just what made the evening's
chief effect one of boredom. Probably, The Fool is not old enough,
like Ten Nights in a Barroom, to be
amusing. Even if it were, the semireligious theme is too shocking to
provoke laughter from any but
the most worldly and miscreant audience. The play is dull.
It is dull because the characters
are grotesque: the are tawdry and
theatrical, one-dimensional types.
The dramatis personae includes a
New Masses caricature of a heartless Big Business man and a young
girl who has decent instincts but
(Continued on page 2)

Are Outstanding in
Diversified Fields
Omicron Delta Kappa held its
first tapping ceremony of the year
this afternoon during the Assembly
Period. O. D. K. is the men's national achievement fraternity, membership in which is limited to men
who have proved leaders in several diversified fields of campus activity.
Dr. Richard E. Burton, Professor of English, was tapped by the
Circle in recognition of his distinguished work both at Rollins and
elsewhere.
Four Seniors and one Junior
were tapped. They are as follows:
Wendell Davis, Boston, Massachusetts; Irving Felder, Norwich,
Conn.; Edward Levy, Miami, Florida; Donald Ogilvie, Chicago, Illinois; and Richard Rodda, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
Wendy Davis has been active in
Freshman Football, Varsity Crew,
the Rat Committee, Student Council, Rollins Student Players, Theta
Alpha Phi, and Publications. This
year he is editor of the Tomokan,
and in his sophomore year was editor of the "R" Book. He is president of the Phi Delta Theta Social
Fraternity.
Irving Felder has been a member of the Choir, the Student Council, Varsity Debate Squad, Pi Kappa Delta, Key Society, Pi Gamma
Mu, Flamingo Staff, Chapel Staff
and the Social Service Committee.
He was on the Honor Roll for the
year 1938-39. He is President of
the Rollins Band and Manager of
Varsity Tennis. He is a member of
the Kappa Alpha Social Fraternity.
Ed Levy among other things has
participated in the following activities: Varsity Football,
Varsity
Baseball, Choir, Chapel Program
Committee, Social Service Committee, Assembly Committee, Student
Council Alternate, and the Tomokan Staff. He is a member of the
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity.
Donald Ogilvie has been particularly outstanding in sports. He was
on the Freshman Football Team,
the Baseball Team, Varsity Football, Interfraternity Council, Chapel Ushering Committee, the Sandspur staff and is also a member
of Pi Gamma Mu and alternate on
the Student-Faculty
EHscipline
Committee. He is Captain of the
Varsity Crew and Vice-President
of the Kappa Alpha Social Fraternity.
Dick Rodda, a Junior, is a member of the Chapel Staff, the choir.
Cat and Fox, Radio Committee,
Rat Committee, Educational Survey Committee, Discipline Committee, Rollins Student Players. He
also played Freshman Football and
is treasurer of the X Club.
The tapping ceremony was performed in charge of President Matt
Ely, and other student members,
Dudley Darling, Joe Justice, and
Jack Buckwalter, and the faculty
lembers of 0. D. K.

Brown Attends Convention
Mr. Brown, Treasurer of Rollins
College, left last week for Philadelphia, Washington and New
York. In Philadelphia he attended
the 20th annual meeting of the Association of University and College
Business Officers of the Eastern
States. This convention was held
at the Warwick hotel on December
7th, 8th, and 9th.
Mr. Brown then went on to Washington and New York where he
transacted official college business.
He is expected to return soon.
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THE SET OF THE SOUL
"One ship drives east and the other drives west
WUh the self-same winds that blow
'Tis the set of the sails, and not the gales,
Which tells us the way they go."

Member
Rssocided Coi!e6iote Press
Distributor cf

Like all the news in this war,
we are receiving two sides to each
battle between the Finns and Russians. According to the Finns the
Russians have been repulsed in
Member: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce; Florida Intercollegiate Press Associatio
almost every engagement and that
over 2,000 Russians have been killTELEPHONE 187
Publication Ojjice: Fairbanks Aver
ed and many thousands captured
while few Finns have been killed
or taken prisoner. Naturally the
National Advertising Service, L i e
College Publishers Repres
Russians claim just the opposite.
They report to have advanced over
50 miles into Finland. Just how
much of these reports is the truth
is of course a matter of guessing
the post office at Winter Park, on our part. What we do know is
Entered as second class matter, Nov
Florida, under the act of March 3. 1879.
that despite the overwhelming advantages the Soviets have
EDITORIAL STAFF
bers of men and machinery the valJ O H N H . BUCKWALTER, I I I
_
Editor iant Finnish people are putting up
DEJAY SHRINER
News Editor a very strong resistance and are
JEFFERSON KENNEDY, J R . , T E D P I T M A N
Sforts
Editors showing Stalin that might
JANET JONES
Feature Editor right and that perhaps Stalin made
NORINE FARR
_
Cofy Editor a very serious mistake whi
J U N E R E I N H O L D , BETTY DEGJERS
Society
Editors purged most of his generals durTOY SKINNER, GLORIA YOUNG
Girls
Sforts ing the past few years.

Cb!!G6ia!e Di6est

courage will lead us through the
red seas of disappointment and
doubt and bring us triumphantly
By DEAN E. C. NANCE
where we shall find a baby King
" . . . The shepherds said one to into the Holy Land of promise
another, Let us now go even unto whose kingdom is in the heart.
Bethlehem, and see this thing
The journey back to Bethlehem
which is come to pass, which the will lead us by the empty tomb. We
Lord hath made known unto us." should pause there for thanks—Luke 2:15.
giving and prayer. And there we
should prepare ourselves to think
"How far to Bethlehem ?
For I would be the first to kneel on t h e significance of the Cross.
Beside the little Christ, the crad- Perhaps some of us shall be carrying personal crosses. If so, let
led King,
My gold, all that I prize, I humb- us leave them before the center
cross on Golgotha! On through the
ly bring
THE IST COUEGE FRA1ERN\TV.
And bid Him use my gifts to help garden of Gethsemane where He
WAS ORfiANlZED AT THE COLLESE
prayed. We should pause there for
and heal.
OF WILUAAA AND MAfW ON DECpower and spiritual poise. And
How far to Bethlehem?"
EMBER 5,1176. ODDLY ENOUGH,
OF THE FIVE 0R16INAL FOUNDERS.
Christmas is the Miracle of Mir- then by the wilderness where He
^ "IV«0 WERE NAKAED SMITH ANO
acles; the Wonder of Wonders! was tempted "in all points like as
I
ONE JONES.'
A L D E N MANCHESTER, GLADYS EVOY
Headlines
You know the ancient list of thewe, yet without sin." The future of
THE KEV WAS FORMER.LV K
Much of the fighting is hand to
P A U L H A L E Y , BETTY W I N T O N
Proof
Editors
seven wonders of the world? "One our Christian civilization was setSH.VER AAEDAL, BUT LATER.
hand especially in the North where
was a lighthouse, but Christ is the tled there where the Son of God
"me STEW WAS ADDED F O R .
the modern inventions of men have
Light of the world. One was thesaid: "Man shall not live by bread
.,
„- . .
.
on, Donald Cram, Wesley Dav
THE PRACnCAL PURPOSE OF
..,v,.„..- . ^ . . , Nat Felder, L.ynn Goldman, Betty Hall, Paul Haley, Dick to bow to Mother Nature and where
NKHTLY WNOINS TME SCHOLAR'S
pyramids, but Christ is the apex alone." We shall pass many interKelly, Rod MacArthur, Jane McGrath, Alden Manche;
" •--•••••• WATCH. ••••
man has to resort to pre-modem e
of all glorious summits. One was esting and inspiring shrines on the
^.
—^..,, Ruth_ Schoenama
Sandli
Sholley methods of warfare. All the world
Laufa Ripley,
a
statue, but Christ is the express way back to Bethlehem. The jourBud "Waddell, is back of Finland save Germany
Hester Sturgis, 'William Terhune, Eugenie Van de
Betty Watson
image of God's person. One was a ney will refresh and renew us—and
and even she inwardly would like
FEATURE "WRITERS
Colossus,
but Christ overtops all Christmas will become more than a
Dorothy Bryn, Jess Gregg, Sherry Gregg, Jean Holden, Peggy Hudgings, to see the advance of Russia halted.
Sara McCasslin, Jane Miller, Barbara Northen, Grace Raymond, Jane
giants. One was a hanging garden "celebration" to us—it will become
In Italy, formerly Germany's
Russell, Daniel Speyer, Robert Whiston, Wilson Whitehead, Mary Ann
but
Christ
is the true Vine—the "a Way of life."
Wilson, Jack Liberman
main partner, the youth are demLily of the valley, the Rose of
SPORTS WRITERS
If we are wise we shall do as
Penguin Peggy
Charles Arnold. Cecil Butt, Jack Harris, Robert McKennan, Alfred Roose- onstrating against Russia and are
Sharon.
One
was a temple, but other wise men did a t His first i
volunteering for service with Finvelt. Richard Wesson
Christ is mightier than all temples. vent: "Wise men from the Ej
ASSISTANTS
land. And Mussolini is making no T'was the very last Sandspur beget tan
Arax Ehramjian, Emanuel Ehrlich, Roberta McCormick, Pat Guillow, Shirfore Christmas eve.
And enjoyed a flirtation or talk. One was a mausoleum, but Christ is came to Jerusalem, saying. Where
effort to stop them and is stopping
ley Bowstead.
the Life."
is He that is born King of the
just short of ordering them to do And nowhere in sight was a
BUSINESS STAFF
Christmas is a challenge to all Jews? For we saw his star in the
In clover shaped Cloverleaf alias
J O H N GIANTONIO
,
Business
Manager that. And even though little Finof
us
to
journey
to
Bethlehem,
as
East,
and a r e come to worship
Cloverbloom
M. K. H-4RM0N, J R
Advertising
Commissioner land is still holding "mighty" Rus- Because if he sat down to take
." The ancient wise men were
Freshmen were racing in pairS; did the shepherds and wise men of
forty winks.
RITA COSTELLO
Circulation Manager sia off, Stalin through the press
old,
to
find
once
more
the
real
directed
to go to Bethlehem: "And
has
demanded
that
Rumania
Standing
in
corners
in
twos
to
weep
The
noise
drove
him
out
of
each
JANE RITTENHOUSE
Assistant Circulation Manager
Christ of God. The journey will be they came into the house and saw
sign a pact similar to those signed
wildly
house.
by the Baltic States and Russia.
Or bouncing their luggage down long, difficult and uncertain if we the young .child with Mary, His
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 W I T H T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
go by way of our own inherited mother; and they fell down and
stairs.
Unassuming yet mighty, sJiar-p and. fointed, well-rounded yet many How Stalin expects to make Ru- Upon being called by a Carnegi
prejudices, man-made creeds and worshipped Him; and opening their
note
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name mania do this while he is still too
Which usually gives such a scare St. Nicholas! Oh, if you only had human wisdom. It must be a spir- treasures they offered unto Him
imflies, victorious in single combat and therejore mthout a feer, busy with Finland to force King
itual pilgrimage guided by the star gifts, gold and frankincense and
visioned
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation: all these will be Carol to agree is not clear. In fact Most people who came back alive
no one understands just what RusThe campus. Oh zooks what a of brotherhood and fellowship. On yrrh."
said the Deans
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities oj
's purpose is in this demand and
this Christ-ward pilgrimage we
sight!
Indeed, if we are to have BethleAll had tinsel and stars in their
the Sandsfur.
only time will tell what its effects
Preparing so madly their best to shall, perhaps, need to leave be- 3m in our hearts, we shall have to
hair.
will be.
hind much racial, political and ec- travel over ways of hatreds to love;
receive you
impedimenta. Christ around selfish nationalism, over
That Sandspur - before - Xmas clesiastical
And "Santa Claus Holt" in the
Meanwhile on the Western front,
wouldn't be pleased with most of
shivering north.
Night.
hill of service, and down the
absolutely nothing is happening,
these
hackneyed
and distractive slope of humility. Let us take with ;
Planned
new
toys
for
his
child
"It is better to be a Socrates with a headache than a healthy while both sides await the outcome
by the lake.
But that isn't all, so your ear do party catch-words.
us on our spiritual pilgrimage to [
young pig,"—sagaciously quote robust—and youthful—Fresh- of the Finnish-Russian affair. And
While in the big workshop the head
On our journey back to Bethle- Bethlehem gifts of golden loyalextend
men of Miss Weber's "Health Education" class. Of course
the seas, British and neutral
foreman Brown
hem we should have faith, expect- ty, the frankincense of devotion,
Down to the height of my pen.
we can hardly condone such an opinion, being unacquainted ships continue to be sunk and are
Doled the money th(at Santa And I will continue to tell of the ancy, hope and dauntless courage. and myrrh of selfgiving. "Let us
with both the hog and philosopher in question, and also unnot considered news any
could take.
We shall need faith to face the now go even unto Bethlehem, and I
furor
aware of the identity of the latter's headache, but we plain- longer.
That's caused by the Santa Claus fears which come to all spiritual see this thing which is come to ]
tively venture the surmise that the statement sounds rather
Here in the United States, Fritz
pilgrims. A spirit of expectancy pass, which the Lord hath made '
Meanwhile on the campus that
yen.
logical to us. The book, on the whole, seems credible, if rather
Kuhn, ex-leader of the Nazi Bund
spirit of joy
will quicken our step. Hope and known unto us."
unneccessary.
the United States was sentenced
Had seeped into each term-pa- The office of "Dignity," sometimes
However, it does offer some "remarkable remarks" in relato 2% t o 5 years in the penitenper head.
called Buckwalter,
tion to the questions of love and marriage, and the spiritual
more remunerative, a t least for the '
tiary. In view of the fact that Until when the students s a t down
Even that temple was gay.
worth of good posture. We are told, for instance, t h a t "marked
period covered by the play.
Kuhn could have received a sento
their
work
The
Editor festive in tree decoraincompatibilities should be avoided: the man interested in
We saw the play on Friday. If
tence of 30 years, he almost got
They saw naught but go-green
tions.
camping out-of-doors and the woman not interested", and a
away scot-free. Too bad we can't
we had gone also on Saturday eveand stop-red.
Was tossing his copy away.
true poetic genius is revealed in the statement "the spirit is
(Continued from Page 1, Col.
get all the leaders of such anti^ning, we could have seen Miss Hoeuplifted with a physical uplift of t h e trunk." (Which seems
American organizations in this And so it was plain to the profs of
But oh, dear St. Nicholas, may you
like a good advertisement for a porter.) "The glory of the risnig as the fiancee and Miss Sandmanner, but unfortunately most of
likes comfort and safety ("I've seen
each class
give freely
ing sun is never seen by one walking with protruding head
lin as the tart with the heart of
a stay within the law. The only
That class would collectively
In filling our stockings that poverty and I hate it. Our engageand flat feet."
way to get rid of such groups is to
gold, but we didn't. Once was
dream.
night,
By a large majority the Freshmen endorse the plan of en- combat their propaganda and ideas
ment is a t an end"). It includes a
larging the orientation program to include Health Education by making democracy work. Not So they said "Merry Xmas" and You'll see in your catalogue p . 52, prostitute with a heart of gold, the enough.
"that will be all".
quote
Though undergraduates can act
as a new and diabolical form of Ratting.
just spread democratic propaganda
And assigned a ten thousand
"That Rollins is doing all right!" familiar fictional device of Dickens very old people (with the aid of
but practice what we preach. Anword theme.
Dos Passos and Somerset make-up and bodily distortion) and
other way to stop the influence of
And so just set an example for you Maugham. I t includes an immi- very young pepole (playing just
these groups is to do away with the
KENNETH IRVING BROWN
I am giving a present today.
grant miner, also with heart of their own sweet selves), they usualreason why such groups can gain Nearby in the Chapel the choir A
(President of Hiram College, Hiram, Ohio)
The
present of "Footnotes" to he gold, to give dialectical "comic re- ly show weakness in playing midCapell,
control of a country. We must
dle-aged characters. The Rollins
who shall want it
Twenty-five years ago the shot fired at Sarajevo went straighten out our economic sitAngellically taxing their throats,
Student Players are lucky to have
So now, St. Nick, what do you lief".
richocheting from capital to capital throughout the world] It uation. Of course it's easier said
mg so much and so often their
Aided by Professor
Howard actors like Edwin Waite and Donwas that fall of 1914 that I became, along with other young than done, but if only the governfriends all complained
Americans, a college freshman. Now, once again, the guns of ment of the United States and bus- That they spoke not in words but
Bailey's intelligent direction and by ald Murphy, especially the latter,
who have the build and can assume
Europe are barking their vehemence and their hate.
Is it clear? I could start quite a
s would get together instead
in notes.
sympathetic audience which — the voices of maturity.
fuss in the arctic,
With the memory of my own college days vividly in mind, of government overtaxing business
though obviously dying of whoopA penguin when mad is no ing cough — applauded enthusiasAs a George Raft sort of rat, Mr.
I have been asking myself, what can a college do today to bring and business fighting all the ideas The Infirmary patients with Yulefriend;
the student realistically to face the world of which he is a of the present regime, a solution
tide so near
tically and indiscriminately, the Jess Gregg made good use of dialect
in
his brief appearance. Some one,
part ? How can the college prepare that student for partici- might be reached.
Were unable to swallow a thing.
students made most of the scenes
pation, wisely and valiantly, in the coming struggle for peace?
And so to relax them they painted So start a t the top and be good to and some characters came alive. In probably Miss Victoria Morgan,
Here is the best answer I can make.
Unfortunately, our attention is
our Prexy
the walls
the leading role Mr. Jack Buckwal- who is listed on the program as
IW directed a t Europe instead of
And work down the list to theter conducted himself with dignity "Make-Up Supervisor", did good
A college in days like these can undertake to keep its stuWith a new dance called the
ir internal condition. We must
end.
dents intelligent regarding the progress of the war. It is
"Santa Claus Swing."
and did much to make a thoroughly work on the features of Miss Arpossible to maintain an environment in which the desire for not forget our present thirteen milembarrassing character less em- lene Kaye and Mr. Irving Felder;
probably credit should be given
information and understanding is strengthened. Radios make lion unemployed and despite the Next door in the Building pertainA VERY MERRY, MERRY barrassing. He has an excellent
here also to Miss Betty Berdahl,
news common, but the war of propaganda holds us all as vic- fact that we have increased our
ing to Art,
XMAS TO EVERYONE, AND 'oice. In passing, it should be notwho was wardrobe mistress and
tims. We are desperately in need of t h a t inner discernment public debt over twenty million in
The artists created in chalk.
goodbye . . . into the mouth of the d that the actors were well drilled:
last seven years with govern- Or else they sat out in the sun to press.
which will protest us against the barrage of lies which both
heir voices were clear and, for the also did what she could with the
ment spending, we still are accordsides are laying about us.
most part, pleasant; there were hackneyed role of the crippled littwenty-five speaking parts, and ev- tle girl who finds the uses of adA college in days like these can attempt to maintain good- ing to certain polls last in world
versity sweet enough to sing about.
eryone knew his lines.
will to all combatants. Good-will is more than neutrality. recovery.
Good-will, however, does not mean agreement nor condoning
We must start to think of the
The stage crew deserves praise
iss Carolyn Sandlin competentof evil nor refusal to protest. Good-will is the child of honest approaching presidential election.
ly handled the part of the fiancee for the way they set and struck Mr.
effort to seek solutions which may be more than temporary. In Minneapolis, last Wednesday
who likes nice things. In the first Allen's unit set with professional
Good-will can resist hate; that's its business.
ght, Thomas Dewey, New York
act her blonde attractions were ob- tempo. The settings, especially
A college in days like these, even in the midst of war, can County District Attorney, threw
ed by a hood which enlarged that of the second act, were simple
dare to teach the truth that "war is an evil and non-Christian his hat into the Republican presiher
head and made her look like and effective. Except for some
(from Personal Hygiene Applied)
method" and that "no decision secured by force of arms will dential ring with a very clear and
one of the triangular people in an first-night jitters, the lighting was
be just." (These are words quoted from the statement pre- well expressed speech. Dewey exadvertisement for Wrigley's chew- very effective indeed. No one could
"The
modern
social
dance
is
open
to
serious
criticism
bepared by the special committee of the World Council of pressed the thought, "I have just
ing gum. But her diction beauti- object to the skill with which Mr.
tioned that despite the large cause it is frequently licentious, and often immoral, and tends fully conveyed every syllable of the Bailey managed his mob scene and
Churches — a statement which may well prove to be one of
expenditure of money we still have by its indirect influences to a lowering of standards and to a
the basic documents of future policy and practice.)
presented
individual
pictures
thor's confused thinking and bad
many unemployed." Dewey, him- debasing of fine human relationships The social dance inthroughout the play. But it is sad
A college in days like these can interpret to its students
volves fundamentally the romantic position; it is often erotic taste.
that his intelligence and industry
"the democratic way of life." It can be useful in helping the self is a very fine lawyer, heing one in character. Hence it should be controlled by the finest
Miss
Deedee
Hoenig
played
the
student to make a part of his daily experience a vivid appre- of the finest D. A.'s New York has and most accepted standards that will help boys and girls prostitute with charm and intelli- were spent on a dull and worthless
play. Finally, our only real objec- i
ciation of the rights and the liberties under which he as an ever had. However he has had no to fine forms of expression.
gence. Perhaps she tended too
other political experience, having
tion is that they gave the play at \
American lives.
much to the conventional stage idea
1 defeated in a very close elecaH.
A college in days like these can urge its students, faced by
"The young man or young woman who is interested in livthe part — the rasping voice and
issues of the greatest moment, to find their recreation and tion for the governorship of New ing most and in serving best ought to be concerned not only
With gifted actors, an excellent
the
form-fitting
black
satin
—
but
their relaxation in activities which leave the body vigorous York. We must wait for further with the possession of splendid purpose but also in the exthe fault is more the author's. Had director, a more than competent
speeches on national affairs beand the mind refreshed.
pression
of
the
finest
and
best
in
personality.
I
t
is
not
posstage
crew, and a friendly audience,
all
the
characters
been
so
stylized
we can judge whether he would
A college in days like these, when men are cast into despair,
sible to 'jazz" through an evening, cheek to cheek, body close and dressed in the costumes of the the Rollins Student Players were
can emphasize those values which are not at the mercy of be a good candidate for the presi- to body, without arousing emotions and impulses t h a t are period, the production might have stupid to select The FooL If we're
dency.
From
his
first
speech,
we
war. When the conflict is over and men seek again the way
biological, natural and worthwhile, but emotions and im- gained interest as an historical not going to be edified, we'd lik^
of peaceful living, there will still be compelling need for hon- can expect much from him in the pulses so strong and impelling t h a t they lead frequently to document. However, we hope that >to be amused. Pollock's play ^
est thinking and honorable dealing, for that sense of brother- future and he will be a very strong undesirable, unsocial, and immoral forms of expression. The
not tactless to suggest that a worthless as literature, insipiti
hood which war inevitably eclipses, for courage to face life's candidate for the Republican nom- problem is to be met, not by prohibiting the social dance, but streetwalker of Miss Hoenig's! when not downright embarassing
ination in 1940.
routine.
by helping young people to acquire fine forms of dance."
charms would have found business! as theatre.
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A New Form of Torture—
Health Education! by M. W.

Steel Commends
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SPORTS
Tar Rowers Leave
For New Orleans
;At Christmastime
Crew Have Excellent Chance
As They Have Seven of Last
Year's Men in Their Shell

CO-EDS
IN
SPORTS

ANDY'S GARAGE

The Basketball team. They held
down the Groveland state star team
to a mere three point win here in
Rec Hall last Thursday evening.
Playing were: Marcia Stoddard,
Sis Young, Hester Sturgis, Betty
Stevens, Shirley Bassett and Shirley Smith, forwards, and Nancy
Johnson, Sally McCaslin and Dot
Hugli, guards.

j Soon you lucky women will take
•he train plane, bus, or even
fShank's mare home. Here's to a
(Srand Christmas vacation and days
p-am full of thrilling plans! HAP?Y HOLIDAY!

Nifty

Royal Typewriters
Sales and Service
AU Makes Used Typewriters

Davis Office Supply
Company
29 E. Pine St.
Orlando
Phone 5114-5115

THREE

ALONG THE SIDELINES
By Jefferson Kennedy, Jr.

Today I'm turning iconoclast and
will proceed to shatter a few illusions the general public seems t<
have about fencing.
The movies, a great aid in popU'
larizing the sport, are at the same
time, one of its worst enemies. People coming to see their first fencing
competition frequetKtly aife prepared in advance with a series of
mental images, culled from dueling sequences in any number of
tion pictures, which include wild
overhead slashes, fighting up and
down stairs, throwing furniture as
a supplement to the sword and
many other spectacular actions dear
to the heart of Hollywood producers. Hence, they are bitterly
disappointed at the comparatively
dull and orderly organization of the
real fencing bout, and after a few
muttered objections of "They don't
do that in the movies," "Erroll
Flynn doesn't do that"; "Why do
the judges stop the action just when
it's getting good?", they frequently
Rollins history is old "Let's Go'' arise and depart, never to return;
himself and you can bet that if he and fencing loses another potengets out in front at the start he will tial enthusiast.
stay there, even if he has to kill
A few explanations will help
everyone behind him to do it. At clarify some of these points, so
the helm is a newcomer to the Tar that those of you who have yet to
boat, Eddie Weinberg, the lightest view a fencing bout, will not be
MALE cox in Tar history.
disappointed in the same way. First
Much is expected of this Tar of all remember this. The fencing
boat as they lost only one veteran represented in the motion pictures
from last year and if they bring
;uaHy of the 16th century,
home the bacon from New Orleans when the rapier was in vogue. This
they may be expected to go on un weapon looked something like a
defeated for the remainder of the modern Italian foil, though it was
much heavier, and it possessed two
cutting edges as well as a point for
thrusting. Hence the sabre-like
actions interspersed throughout the
point-thrust dueling scenes.
sure that the boys from the Pelican
State will have a tough time to get
across the line ahead of the Rollins
shell.
The boys who will try to drive
the blue and gold across the line
first a r e : in hte bow, "Chip" Chis
holm a veteran from last year's varsity; at two is a new comer, Dick
Yard, who stroked the Dartmouth
frosh last year; in three, we havt
Johnny "The Greek" Giantonio, al
so a veteran from last year's first
boat; in the number four seat is
other veteran who was moved from
two to four, Carrow Tolson. In thi
powerhouse midsection we have the
big boy of tbe boat, another veteran of two seasons, Mel "Eagle'
Clanton, one hundred and ninetyfive pounds of sheer power. Micky
Harmon, another of last year's boat,
is in number six with Wes Hausman holding down the key position
at number seven. The pace setter
and, incidentally, the best stroke

By TED PITMAN
Once more the gold tipped oars
jof RoHins will dip their blades into
ithe calm waters of the Lake Pon^hetrain Canal when the Tar oars;men match strokes with the Orjleans Rowing Club Christmas week
jin historic old New Orleans.
Led by "Let's Go" Ogilvie, capjtain and stroke, the Tars will leave
^Winter Park, by car, the day after
^Christmas, arriving in New Orleans
|in time to get a couple of days pracjtice before the race.
. Ever since the football season
finded, the oarsmen have been out
^on the waters of Lake Maitland every afternoon and, according to
.Coach Bradley, they have been
^rounding into shape with remarkable speed. In fact, the first day
they were out "Ogie" did his level
best to hit a forty beat but it took
three more days of practice for him
to attain that difficult goal.
. If hitting forty in three days of
practice is any sign, and it surely
ought to be, the Tars should take
"revenge for their defeat at the
hands of the O.R.C. last year. However, rumors have drifted over from
the enemy camp that not only have
they got all of last year's crew
back, but they have obtained some
'sxcellent and veteran oarsmen to
^round out their eight. They have
also the advantage of having been
•3n the water for over a month and
i half. Nevertheless if the Tars
As the Co-eds wind up this fall
'improve this next week the way term of sport, we want to congrat'they have the last, and they regain ulate:
'their drive of last year, we can be
Ruth Eaton, the Chi 0 cutie.
Beating Sis Young in the finals of
the single elimination tournament
makes her campus champ.
The Independents. Their "Crew
of the Greasy Calf" proved the
worth of its early morning practices
Church St.
by rowing off with the intramural
DAY PHONE 75
I championship. In the shell
3: Toy Skinner, stroke, Joan
NIGHT PHONE 319W
Kellogg-Smith, No. 3, Erma Achenbach, No. 2, Dot Hugli, bow, and
Bitty Cummin, coxswain.

"Come, AU Ye Faithful," and
.?aze upon the gifts that are piled
ligh under my old-fashioned Christinas tree.
p One tissue wrapped package torn
,)pen reveals the gayest of gay raf':ia and cork knitting holders. You
^ust knew it would be unusual from
[She tubular size of the package, but
^ittle did you expect to see wonder;ul wild stripes of raffia or pictures
')f lazy Mexican men adorning a
iinitting box. These bright carryalls are a find for the gift that
,ooks good and costs little, $2.98 to
>e exact. They are found on the
nez7,anine.
i; Here's a tip . . . the knee-length
jiocks insist on an entrance through
rashion's doorway. They won't
';top until they are popular. Miss
Smalle in the Knitting Knook has
phe pattern and the yarn . . . and
rou, fellow knitters, still have time
o eke out a pair of these socks beJ'ore the jolly little man with the
f^hiskers appears.
, "It Came Upon the Midnight
Clear," will mean you, lovely lady,
^f you are attired in a twinkling sesjuin jacket. You will dazzle the
jtag line if you appear in a gold,
diver, red or green sparkling jackht from the first floor accessory
aisle. Incidentally, no prettier gift
iould be found under a tree . . .
I've been looking.
• "Joy to the World," for all you
iJ'little" women. Barbizon has made
^ slip small enough and short
enough and of just the right qual'^ty, and just the right price, $2.25.
Such a grand little slip is worthy
r»f a name . . . Ken worth Jr. RejHember, I've seen them all and this
s the slip to bear the tag, "Nifty
fVpproves"! (You will, too, when
ij^ou see how well it fits.)
t One package isn't under the tree.
jt dangles merrily from the mantle
^ . . a real red Christmas stocking
;ihuck full of eight laughs. Donald
puck, Pluto, Mickey, Dopey and all
Jieir pals, are fashioned of castile
"^oap, individuaHy boxed and stored
I'n this giant stocking. The price,
j^l.OO. For a hearty laugh and
nany a soapy bath you can do no
>etter . . . Gee . . . laugh and bath
l^hyme . . . maybe I should write
ipoetry.

FENCING NOTES

SANDSPUR

In state rating the Rollins Tar
football outfit drew a second place
to the University of Florida. But
for the unhappy black mark Miami
bestowed on the plucky little club
they felt no defeat. Hampered by a
series of unfortunate injuries thi
blue and gold warriors were not
even near their full strength. Although beaten in score they were
not beaten in heart for they fought
an uphill battle all the way assuring the Hurricanes again and again
that they were in a football game.
The record is one to be truly proud
of considering that Coach McDowall had a squad of only twentyfive men to work with. The Tars
won eight games out of nine starts
as compared to six wins, two losses and a tie of a year ago. Rollins
scored 239 points to their opponents 42 to lead the state in collegiate scoring. This scoring punch
is because of the unusual double
wing back formation used by the
cagey McDowall. From this system it is practically impossible for
opposing teams to know exactly
when and where the coveted pigskin is going to turn up next.
Much of the success of the team
lay in the fact that this season
found the Tars with an abundance
of fine backs led by the elusive Joe

Justice. When Rollins went into
battle this year the opposition had
more than a shifty runner to handle, they also found in Joe a master of the psychology of the game.
As a punt returner he is as fine as
any in the state if not the best.
For a successful club the McDowall system demands a triple threat
spinnerback. Most teams consider
themselves lucky if they have one;
however this season the outfit
found itself with three, all of
whom were far above average in all
fields. The only time the offense
seemed to have trouble was in the
clash with the Presbyterian aggregation who switched into a fiveman line. This action caused the
machine to be slowed up a bit but
when this problem was solved the
Rollins team rolled up the 14
points to give them victory.
Now that the Tar season has
me to a reluctant close we find
them about to journey to Havana
to play a pair of exhibition games
against the University of Havana
and the University of Tampa. Tampa suffered a crushing defeat a t
the hands of the Rollins outfit,
coming out on the short end of a
score of 46 to 0. This will also be
the second time the Tars have faced the Cubans. Earlier in the scathe Flying Caribes took a 25
to 0 beating from McDowall and
team. The footballers will leave
the twentieth of the month and
should return shortly before the
college opens for its second term

count as a scoring point, the fencer
who disarms his opponent must
land the "touch" before the disarmed fencer's weapon hits the
floor. You can see by this, that
the time element involved is very
small and the actions must be made
at tremendous speed to be at all
useful.
—Rollins Alumnus—•
As to why the judges seem to
interfere in the bout all the time,
REAL ESTATE BROKER
only let me say that action in the Tel. 400
100 Park Ave.
bouts is usually halted after each
"phase" in order to prevent the
fencing from degenerating into a
jabbing melee, in which all track
THURSDAY & FRIDAY
of right-of-way, attack, defense,
etc., is lost, and in the case of two
touches landing, the judges could
not possibly tell whose should
count. The rules governing these
actions are too involved and lengthy to discuss here, let it suffice to
say that the judges stop the fenc- (
ing at intervals, even when n o '
touch or foul has been made, only'
to enable the fencers to get a fresh
start, and to keep the swordplay on
the highest levels of grace, precision, and skill.

Another thing that the non-fenc
r seems to love is the so-called
disarment". Invariably such
person will ask, upon meeting
fencer for the first time, "How
you do a disarment ?", or mc
crudely "The idea is to knock the
sword out of the other fell
hand, isn't i t ? " Let me debunk here
V once and for all, the "d:
arment." In the first place t
true disarment is confused by most
people, even the fencers, with
simply beating the weapon out of
your opponent's hand. The tr
disarment is a partial envelopment
of the blade followed by a strong
upward pull, which hurls the i
pon from the hand of your opponent upward or sideways. The very
structure of modern weapons, with
round guards and no projections,
makes such a movement virtually
impossible.
I have only seen one instance
here this attack was used with
iccess in a bout. In this case o
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
of the fencers was using what
DURHAM, N. C.
known as a "figure eight" foil, Four terms of eleven weeks are
whose oddly shaped handguard pro- given each year. These may be
vided enough grip for the othe] taken consecutively (graduation
in three and one-quarter years)
blade that the weapon was or three terms may be taken
hurled a good forty feet across th( each year (graduation in four
fencing hall where it crashed years). The entrance requirethrough a window and dropped to ments are intelligence, character
and three years of college work,
the street below. The fencer who including the subjects specified
was disarmed was of course hit for Class A medical schools.
long before his weapon struck the Catalogues and application forms
ground. This brings up a rule in may be obtained from the Ad• • " nmittee.
modern swordplay which states
that in order for the "touch" to

RAY

SEALTEST ICE CREAM
is served exclusive in the Beanery

CASH for those

HOUGH'S
FOOD SHOP

first term only

QUALITY FOODS
Phone 520
Park Ave.

textbooks

SOCKS for GIFTS

BOOKERY
BUICK OFFERS
1939 Buick Conv.
Cpe

$945

1939 Buick Sedan .. $895
Interwoven Woolies and
Imported English Wools
Ribbed Shorts in solid colors;.. Fancy., patterns., and
five-color Argylls in regular length socks

50c to §2.00 a pair
Take dad or brother several pairs of these socks,
packed in an attractive
Christmas box.

R.C. BAKER

DUKE UNIVERSITY

Launderers

CHRISTMAS
GREETINGS

GREENE

1938 Buick Sedan .. $745
1937 Chrysler Conv.
Sedan
$645
1937 Buick Conv.
Cpe

$695

1935 Ford Conv.
Cpe

$325

ORANGE BUICK
C O M P A N Y
333 No. Orange
Phone 5410

The greeting Shop
148 N. Orange Ave.

Orlam

Gift Suggestions
For students 'going home' for Christmas:
Southern Gifts:
Shell decorated tallies and place cards
Artistic Florida shell placques
Butterfly-wing Jewelry in tropical and other unique desig
Charm bracelets
Crystallized citrus fruits and preserves

AMERICAN
SOUTHERN DAIRIES

fourth, quarter will long be remembered because of the brilliant way
in which the ushers or attendants
handled the seating of the spectators.
Rollins Line Play Features
But to Paul Bouton goes the maHard-Fought Battle
jor credit. Altruistically he put
aside his clippers and coached the
By GEORGE ESTES
Last Friday night the Rollins team. The players appreciated him,
freshman team displayed amazing too. After the game they just
energy, cooperation and guile in de- stood around and said to each other,
feating Winter Garden. Faced by a
team of seasoned professionals, the
Tiny Tars managed by sheer intestinal fortitude to win by 61 points.
In the first half eight Winter
Garden men were removed from the
field by the referee for saying
"damn it" each time Rollins scored.
Otherwise the game was notably
clean.
In the second half, Raphael
Dingleberry, the Winter Garden
quarterback, broke away for a
thrilling two yard dash, but Rollins hitched its belts and scored six
or seven more touchdowns.
The third, or maybe it was the

Baby Tars Win After
Thrilling Struggle

Drycleaners

•

For students spending the holidays here:
Martha Washington candies in lovely gift boxes
Silhouettes, placques and picture frames
Scrap-books and desk accessories
Stationery — featuring "Wits End"

CAMPUS AGENTS

Joe Justice
Sam Hardman

Christmas Cards
Special Collegiate
Selection

The Most Complete Display
in Central Florida

WASHING, POLISHING, SIMONIZING
GREASING — 75c ANY CAR

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
E. Park & Fairbanks

• New Golf Belts of that
beautiful pig skin with detachable pouch purses.
• McMuUen's spring dresses
arriving daily. Also the latest
styles from Hollywood.

LOHR-LEA

Winter Pari

ANNIVERSARY SALE
Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co,
INCORPORATED
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
J. Walter Dickson, Manager
69 West Concord Ave.
Phone 5861
Orlando, Florida

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

3rd year in business
Now is the time to make your
money go f artherest
reductions on coats, dresses, hats
AU Kinds of Novelties and Gifts

BUCK JOHNSON and JOHN GIANTONIO
Campus Agents
We solicit your business as a home town concern.
Winter Park

Phone 413

The Town and Country Shop

ROLLINS

FOUR

Theatre Box Office
Temporarily Closed
The sale of season subscriptions
to the Annie Russell matinee and
evening Series is closed until the
week beginning January 8. After
January 8, the box office of the
Annie Russell Theatre will be open
daily from four to six for the salt
of season subscriptions and tick
ets for the opening play, "End of
Summer", to be produced on January 12 and 13 by the Annie Russell Company.
All advance season subscribers
have been allotted their tickets.
Miss Lockhart stated, and these
will be mailed to subscribers on
January 2. It was pointed out that
reservations not paid for by January 8 will be placed on sale to
the public when the box office opens. According to Miss Lockhart,
it has been necessary to make this
ruling because of the few remaining available season tickets and
the difficulty of filling the many
new requests for subscriptions to
this anniversary season of the Annie Russell Series. Reservations for
single attractions may be made
only three days before each performance.

Christmas Greetings

Rollins Press Store

SAND

Young Collaborates
To Publish Modern
Civics Text Book

Student Christian
Association Meets
In Toronto, Canada

'Growing in Citizenship" Promotes Understanding in
Youth of Our Country

Opportunity for Discussion of
International Problems Provided at Convention

"Growing in Citizenship", a new
type of civics text book for eighth
or ninth grade pupils, has recently
been completed by Dr. Jeremiah S.
Young, professor in Government at
Rollins College, in collaboration
with E. M. Barton, director of social studies at Elizabeth, N. J.
The new book which has been
published by McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., offers a thoroughly modern content, as well as modern treatment. All of the developments in science and invention
which have influenced civic life are
touched upon in the various units
with which they have to do.
"Growing in Citizenship" is designed to give pupils concrete understanding of their country and
its institutions, and life in modern
communities and nations. As a
means of developing loyalty and
attachment to American ideals and
principles, the authors have focused the attention of pupils on the
history of these ideals and principles, and the ways in which they

me Christmas holidays, and
,Lmber 27th through the 30th
there is to be a National Convention of the Student Christian Association in Toronto, Canada. The
major purpose of the conference is
to consult about "The World Mission of Christianity" and kindred
topics of vital interest in international problems today. The Student Christian Movement in Canada, having reviewed the new situation, is eager to entei'tain the conference and sees great value for
both Canadian and American participants in its being held in Canada. For the delegates from the
United States, the convention
should be a concrete experience of
fellowship with fellow Christians
in a world torn by conflicts.

Palmy Days Are Here Again
presenting

"FLORANDO"
FASHIONS
for Resort Wear

1940
Chosen because it combines Oriando and all of Florida, "Florando" is the newly coined name
for Yowell-Drew's chic resort
fashions for 1940. Styled for
Florida's sunshiny clime, they'll
be worn at resorts all over the
"Sunshine State."
Y-D—Resort W e a r Second Floor

have grown out of American experience and achievement. The new
book touches in its scope the social, political, economic, vocational and personal areas of civic life.
Dr. Young has been a member of
the Rollins faculty since 1937. He
served as superintendent of schools
in Fostoria, O., from 1898 to 1900,
and from 1909 until recently, when
he was retired as professor emeritus, was chairman of the political
science department at the University of Minnesota.
He is also the author of "The
Government of Colorado", "The
Political and Constitutional History of the Cumberland Road,"
"The Government of Minnesota",
"The State and the Government",
Unified American Government", as
well as numerous articles on political science, history and education.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Students contemplating the
study of medicine may make application for admission to the
Medical School at the University
of Michigan any time after October 1, if they have completed
90 semester hours (3 years) of
study in the Arts College.
A. C. Furstenberg, Dean

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 13. 1935

SP_U^
Christmas Vacation Notice
IMPORTANT
The Administration wishes to
call the attention of all students
to the dates of Christmas vacation, which begins at 12:45 P.
M., December 16, and ends at
8:30 A. M., January 3.
Registration for the winter
term should be completed before four o'clock Friday, December 15.
Students who fail to complete
such registration or who do not
return in time for the opening
of the winter term are liable to
exclusion from over-registered
classes.

Gamma Phi Beta
Gives All-College Tea

An all-college Christmas tea was
given by Gamma Phi Beta in
Strong Hall on Friday afternoon,
December 9, from four to six
o'clock. The drawing room was appropriately decorated with holly,
branches, pine cones, and greens.
Among the guests present were
Esso Pierce, M. A. Martin, Pat
Pritchard, Lillian Ryan, Stella
Gregg, Jean Dominick, Carl Good,
Seminar periods will be set aside, Janet Jones, Polly Young, Jean
during which time there will be Holden, Marjorie Branch, Marcia
frank and full discussions which are Stoddard, Jim Edwards, Mrs. Cosin line with student interests. These tello, Mrs. Rathbun, George Cosseminars will be supplemented by tello, Mary Ann Wilson, Jane Rusworship periods in the morning and sell, Vicky Morgan, Nancy Locke,
by platform presentations at other Betty Knowlton, Miss Effie Jane
times during the day.
Buell, Dick Hawkes, Lois Weidner,
It all sounds immensely interest- Daphne Takach, Sylvia Haimowitz,
ing and the members of the Rollins Philippa Herman, Margo Colvin,
Student Conference Committee are Wallace MacBriar, Virginia Cash,
hoping that some student who Jackie Miller, Lois Johnson, Alice
plans on being in the vicinity of Newcomer, Marion Russ, Fran
Toronto will make it a point to take Smith, Kim Tilghman, Gloria
part in some of its meetings. Pro- Young, Deedee Hoenig, Shirley
fessor Trowbridge has all the in- Smith, Dr. Moos, Peggy McLean,
formation at his disposal and would Pat Guillow, Ginny Smith, Dudley
like to interview anyone who is in- j Darling, Sherry Gregg, Barbara
Brock, Rudy Toch, Sue Terry, Betterested in being a delegate.
ty Watson, Jim Niver, Jack Buckwaiter, Gracia Tuttle, Mary TrenIt won't be long
dle, Jean Heidrich, Charlotte Stout,
You'll be leaving soon;
Carl Lancaster, Doris Lewis, Carvel
Leave some Christmas Cheer
Long, Janet Harrington, Betty
Florida,
Tomlinson, and Mary Gore.
\
To dispell the gloom.

OVERHEARD

Debating Class Enter
Stetson Tournament

By THE EAEIE ONE
Pete Schoonmaker: She's waiting up for some friends from
Scranton."
Buddy Bryson: "Whoee! Smoke
it, Chappy!"
Shirley Hermann: "He shut thi
door on me—God! Order me :
beer!"
Voice from Lyman to Matt Ely:
"Well, you know it's safer to kiss
a person than just to shake hands.*'
Mrs. (Dr.) Clarke: "Oh, yes, D r
Clarke is the brains of the family
and I provide the comic relief."
Don Cram: "I don't believe
you've been to communion . . .
me smell your breath."
Mrs. Schultz: "I just came over
to get the lowdown . . ."
Jack Buckwalter: "Do you remember our first night together,
Helen?"
Phillipa Hermann: "And when
Prof. Pierce tells us how to use our
faces he looks like the Cowardly
Lion in the 'Wizard of Oz!' "
Jack Hoar: "Oh, I say, that's
rare, is it n o t ? "
Don Murphy: "I'll let you wear
my pin for a few days. It will give
you prestige."
Fred Kasten: "Well, I don't
know whether you're enough of a
Glamour Girl for me to date you or
not. I've got to watch my reputation."

Opponents Return Visit a(
Dinner Friday Night

The following Rollins students
accompanied by Dr. Pierce, repre.
sented their school in a debate tour,
nament last Thursday, at Stetson
Betty Hall, Jim Edwards, Mannj
Ehrlich, Freeland Babcock, IHviglii
Johnson, Bob Stonerock, Slargen
Chindahl and Wesley Davis. Amono
other schools participating in thf
debate were Florida, Florida South,
ern, St. Pete Jr. College and Stet
son. The subject of the debate was;
"Resolved that the United State;
should adopt a policy of strict eco.
nomic and military isolation towari
all nations in armed Internationa
or civil conflict."

Last Friday, ten Stetson speak,
ers came down to Rollins for ex.
temporaneous speaking, oratory
debate and after-dinner speaking
The visitors had dinner at thi
beanery. Subjects for the aftei
dinner speeches were drawn at tht
table and ranged from "How to b<
a Successful Football Coach" givei
by Clyde Jones to "Why I believi
in Santa Claus" given by Gadi Law.
ton.
After the talks, the Rollins and
Stetson speakers attended "Tht
Fool".

since the magazine is going baci
to the old semi-literary style, and
finally, there will be no more national ads which have made the
magazine, in the past, too colleMaterial May Be Submitted to giate.
Editor Bills has stated that all
Editorial Staff
college students still have an opportunity to contribute material
The Rollins College Flamingo from now until the end of the term
will not be issued until after Christ- or for any of the future issues.
mas vacation.
Their work will always be considA decidedly different type of ered if it suits the magazine.
magazine will be turned out in 1940.
For one thing there will be a decided effort to put the Flamingo live. Give, Give! the canvassers
he higher brackets in regard to
shout
other college magazines. For inBut don't mind them, it's to
stance no pictures will be printed.
help out.

First "Flamingo" to
Come Out in January

ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT
YOUR DRYCLEANING?
TAKE NO CHANCES - USE

Certified Dry Cleaning
Guaranteed by

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
As advertised therein

Winter Park Branch
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
308 E. Park Ave.
Phone 418

Pressing While You Wait

"GOIN' HOME" . . . .
• in a smart new dress
• stylish, soft dressmaker suits
• three piece suits for the north
• slipovers, cardigans
• fluffy angoras
• new skirts, with pleats and swing

One of the most attractive
Christmas packages —see it in the stores
and order your Christmas Chesterfields now.
Chesterfields, with their real mildness,
better taste and delicious aroma, give real
pleasure to anyone who smokes.

• sparkling formals, dinner gowns
• pajama sets
• lounging robes, housecoats

You cavCt buy a better cigarette.

'dfmod

V-^hesterfield

18 W. CENTRAL
CopTtlskt t 9 » . LiMBTT & Mraaj TOBACCO CO.

